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Abstract. This article is the twenty-eighth of a series of articles discussing various open research prob
ems in automated reasoning. The problem proposed for research asks one to find criteria that an

d
r
automated reasoning program can profitably use to remove functions present in the representation an
eplace them with appropriate predicates or constants that name the entities that were named by the

t
o
functions. The notation used to present a problem to a reasoning program can have a profound effec
n the likelihood of the program’s success.
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uestion: What criteria should be used to remove functions present in the representation of a problem
y

t
and replace them with appropriate predicates or constants that name the entities that were named b
he functions?

(This question is the twenty-second of 33 problems proposed for research in [4] and will be referred to
d

s
as Research Problem 22 throughout this article. All references to sections, chapters, test problems, an
uch also refer to [4].)

Ross Overbeek in the late 1960s and early 1970s designed and implemented a reasoning program
t

m
in which two new procedures were introduced, naming [2] and weighting [1, 6]. He was in par

otivated by the desire to study the commutator theorem (Test Problem 2, Section 6.1.2) cited in Sec-
,

t
tion 5.3. In this theorem, one is asked to prove that when the cube of x is the identity e in a group
hen [[x,y],y] = e; [x,y] is the product of x, y, the inverse of x, and the inverse of y, and is called the

e
S
commutator of x and y. He says that the proof of this theorem, published in [3], caught his interest (se

ection 2.3.1). His effort was certainly rewarded, for his program did in fact succeed in proving the
e

p
commutator theorem. Since this theorem is rather difficult to prove, immediate evidence existed of th
ower of his program.

Whenever such evidence is encountered, one naturally wonders what feature or features of the
f

w
new program give the program its power. In particular, is the procedure of naming or the procedure o

eighting the key? In Research Problem 22, we focus on naming and its possible value.

d
c

The procedure of naming replaces all occurrences of functions with appropriate predicates an
onstants, constants that name the various constructs referred to in the original functional representation.

For example, the axiom of right inverse, which can be written as

P(x,inv(x),e)

for an appropriate function inv, is instead written (with ‘‘ e ’’ denoting or and ‘‘¬ ’’ denoting not) as
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
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¬ I(y,x) e P(x,y,e)

o avoid the use of function symbols. For a second example, rather than the term prod(a,b), naming
n

n
would employ some new constant, say d, instead. Use of naming recasts the problems inherent i
ested functions and can sharply reorder the search space of derivable conclusions. On the other hand,

g
its use introduces extra literals, which may sharply detract from the effectiveness of a reasoning pro-
ram.

The object of Research Problem 22 is to determine criteria for deciding when to name. The solu-

e
tion to this problem could permit an automated reasoning program to avoid many of the problems
ncountered with the more standard approaches. For example, the space of generated clauses to be

searched before an answer to some specific question is found might be markedly smaller.

Statistics of the type discussed in Section 5.19 are an appropriate test for a proposed solution to
-

b
this problem. In particular, one might study various theorems from ring theory and from Boolean alge
ra. If one wishes to study a hard problem, then one might consider the exponent 3 theorem (Test

t
w
Problem 9, Section 6.2.2) in ring theory suggested in Section 5.3. That problem asks one to prove tha

hen the cube of every element x is x in a ring, the ring (multiplication) is commutative. An excellent

a
program for conducting experiments is William McCune’s OTTER, see [6] for examples of its use and

diskette of the program, and see [5] for additional examples.
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